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 From winning weapon
 to destroyer of worlds:
 the nuclear taboo

 in international politics

 On 6 August 1945, the city of Hiroshima, Japan, was obliterated
 by the first military employment of a nuclear weapon. Three
 days later, Nagasaki suffered a similar fate. That these sole com-
 bat uses of nuclear arms occurred at the dawn of the nuclear

 age should not obscure subsequent efforts to exploit their
 power. Since 1945, nuclear weapons have been 'used' to deter
 and compel adversaries, to reassure allies, and to signify state
 status in the international system. While the success of these
 efforts is open to interpretation, the failure to use nuclear wea-
 pons militarily over half a century is an incontestable - and
 impressive - historical fact.

 Explanations for the long tradition of non-use vary but most
 fall squarely within the realist tradition. For realists, the long
 nuclear peace is largely the by-product of rational deterrence.
 Put simply, non-use is either the result of a fear that any use of
 nuclear arms would trigger overwhelming retaliation against the
 user or a consequence of past enemy compliance with nuclear
 coercion.1

 Others contend that while a realist account is generally accu-
 rate, it is incomplete because it slights the degree to which nor-
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 1 On rational deterrence theory, see Christopher Achen and Duncan Snidal,
 'Rational deterrence theory and comparative case studies,' World Politics
 41 (January 1989), 143-69; and Patrick Morgan, Deterrence: A Conceptual
 Analysis (Beverly Hills ca: Sage 1977).
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 mative factors form an additional and crucial barrier to nuclear

 use.8 In particular, it ignores the existence of a 'taboo' - or
 prohibitionary norm - on the use of nuclear weapons and the
 extent to which this norm has served progressively to stigmatize
 nuclear arms as illegitimate - and thus unusable - instruments
 of statecraft.

 In recent years there as been widespread acknowledgement
 of the nuclear taboo. Mounting concerns over the spread of
 nuclear weapons have given it growing currency in discussions
 of non-proliferation policy.3 Yet rarely does the discussion
 extend to the meaning, evolution, or precise impact of the
 taboo in preventing the use of nuclear arms.4

 In fact, the taboo is the product of unique historical circum-
 stances. It emerged gradually, in the face of considerable chal-
 lenge - and in part because of good fortune. Once established,
 it has functioned as a significant and at times independent
 obstacle to the use of nuclear weapons, bolstering deterrence
 and exercising a restraining influence apart from it. Today,
 changing circumstances signal an increase in the taboo's impor-
 tance as a pillar of future nuclear abstinence. Whether it can
 provide the same degree of restraint on the use of nuclear wea-
 pons that it has in the past is problematic. Indeed, while years
 of continued observance have no doubt strengthened it, emerg-
 ing technological and military and political realities may
 increasingly act to weaken some of the foundations upon which
 it is based.

 2 Richard Price and Nina Tannenwald, 'Norms and deterrence: the nuclear

 and chemical weapons taboos,' in Peter Katzenstein, ed, The Construction of
 International Security (forthcoming 1996).

 3 See, for instance, Lewis A. Dunn, Containing Nuclear Proliferation^ Adelphi
 Paper 263 (London: International Institute for Strategic Studies 1991).

 4 For some exceptions, see Price and Tannenwald, 'Norms and deterrence';
 Thomas Schelling, 'The role of nuclear weapons,' in L. Benjamin Ederington
 and Michael J. Mazarr, eds, Turning Point: The Gulf War and United States
 Military Strategy (Boulder CO: Westview 1994), 105-15; and TV. Paul, 'Nuclear
 taboo and war: initiation of regional conflicts,' Journal of Conflict Resolution
 39(December 1995), 696-717.
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 A NUCLEAR TABOO?

 The word taboo derives from the Polynesian word 'tabu* or pro-
 hibition. In sociological terms, it refers to 'a system of prohibi-
 tions observed as customs.' According to Sigmund Freud,
 shades of its true meaning are obscured in English translation.
 A taboo is best understood as connoting at one and the same
 time both 'sacred or consecrated* and 'uncanny, dangerous, and
 unclean.'5

 Taboos differ from religious and moral prohibitions in that
 they are traceable neither to sacred commandments nor to any
 reasoned ethical system. They lack all justification, are of
 unknown origin, and have simply come to be accepted as a
 matter of course. Uncodified and generally observed as custom,
 their authority is unmatched by other prohibitions.6 Violation
 incurs serious, often unforeseeable, consequences both for
 transgressors and for their associates. In some formulations, vio-
 lation invokes an automatic penalty triggered by the prohibition
 itself; in others, it renders the offender taboo.7

 Obviously, strict application of any definition is difficult. The
 idea of a taboo as something unspeakable and lacking any moral
 or ethical foundation conflicts with the vast amount of attention

 paid to nuclear weapons generally and the moral discourse sur-
 rounding their possession and use. Yet, references to a nuclear
 taboo are more comprehensible when the term is applied in a
 'figurative' or loose sense. The taboo is generally understood to
 be a widely acknowledged, informal, and uncodified prohibition
 based on custom. It is strongly informed by fears stemming from
 the inherent power of the weapons themselves and concern
 over an erosion of limits, a loss of control, and the uncertainties
 which would attend their use.8

 5 Sigmund Freud, Totem and Taboo: Resemblances between the Psychic Lives of
 Savages and Neurotics (New York: Vintage Books 1946), 26.

 6 Hutton Webster, Taboo: A Sociological Study (Stanford ca: Stanford University
 Press 1942), 17.

 7 Freud, Totem and Taboo, 29, 31.
 8 T.V. Paul, 'Nuclear taboo and war,' 701, 702.
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 Absolute and all-encompassing, the prohibition sets all
 nuclear weapons apart as unique, regardless of size or power.
 Nuclear explosives - both large and small - are equally illegiti-
 mate, and the latter remain so despite the existence of seemingly
 'legitimate' conventional explosives of greater destructive power.
 The distinction stems in part from widely held but rarely ques-
 tioned perceptions of nuclear arms as 'different.' Nuclear wea-
 pons are distinct simply because they are perceived to be distinct.9

 The distinction also has roots in legal reasoning and diplo-
 macy.10 Traditions and conventions are crucial to the conduct
 of social relations. Once established, they render behaviour pre-
 dictable, help to co-ordinate actor expectations, and offer a
 gauge of intentions. If they are not held to be inviolate, these
 functions become more difficult. Transgression at any level
 threatens to erode shared understandings and expectations -
 increasing uncertainty and the inevitable costs and require-
 ments of coping with it. One violation makes subsequent, per-
 haps more serious, actions of the same type easier to contem-
 plate and thus more likely. Thus, any breach of the nuclear
 threshold threatens more than one isolated act of destruction:

 it sets a precedent signalling potential chaos, which may well
 include the prospect of more destruction to come.

 ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT

 Although the taboo is internationally recognized, its origins and
 evolution are closely linked to the nuclear experience of the
 United States. As the first state to develop nuclear weapons, the
 only state to use them militarily and thereafter to become heav-
 ily dependent upon them for national and allied defence, the
 United States confronted the issue of taboo directly and,
 through its actions and rhetoric, strongly influenced the norms
 development. In fact, the United States set precedents regard-
 ing nuclear non-use which would work gradually to constrain

 9 See Schelling, 'The role of nuclear weapons,' 108.
 1 o Ibid, 110.
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 not only its own nuclear behaviour but that of other nuclear
 weapons states.

 Genesis

 Early official thinking gave few hints of the rise of a taboo. The
 precedent of atomic use occurred within a context in which the
 bomb was simply regarded as a more destructive and effective
 variant of existing weaponry, and its use was a logical extension
 of the accepted practice of strategic bombing.11 True, the wea-
 pon's destructive power and the likely civilian casualties attend-
 ing its use did raise concerns, but against the background of
 damage done by earlier incendiary raids on other Japanese cit-
 ies (for example, Tokyo), such causalities were hardly sufficient
 to set the weapon apart automatically.

 Even contingency plans portrayed the bomb's use as a con-
 tinuation of, rather than a break with, existing military strategy.
 Not only were officials prepared to employ additional atomic
 weapons to ensure Japan's defeat, but the United States army
 chief of staff, General George Marshall, explored their tactical
 use in a possible invasion of Japan.18 And, while the United
 States president, Harry S. Truman, expressed reservations con-
 cerning further employment, he indicated a willingness to use
 the weapon if absolutely necessary.

 The beginnings of a taboo nevertheless emerged soon after
 the war's end as news of the bomb's impact filtered into official
 and popular consciousness. Peace gradually shifted the * moral
 context' in which such actions were evaluated; and as details

 from Hiroshima and Nagasaki accumulated, public support for
 the bomb was increasingly tempered by a sense of revulsion over
 its effects in physical and human terms. An image of the atomic
 bomb as a weapon of horror gradually gained ground, partic-

 1 1 Ronald Schaffer, Wings of Judgment: American Bombing in World War II (New
 York: Oxford University Press 1985); Price and Tannenwald, 'Norms and
 deterrence,' 33.

 12 Barton J. Bernstein, 'Eclipsed by Hiroshima and Nagasaki: early thinking
 about tactical nuclear weapons,' International Security 15 (spring 1991), 149-73-
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 ularly abroad.13 At the same time, an awareness was growing that
 the secret of the bomb could not be retained indefinitely, and
 officials began to fear that a United States atomic monopoly
 would sour United States-Soviet relations and eventually trigger
 an atomic arms race.

 International control was seen as a way of coping with these
 problems. After two years of talks aimed at its achievement, the
 dangers that nuclear weapons posed had been further under-
 lined. Because the talks took as their premise the notion that
 such arms were too dangerous to be retained by sovereign
 states, they vilified the bomb and continually set it apart from
 other weapons of war. Moreover, they ensured that the image
 they helped create would continue to resonate in popular and
 official circles even after efforts at international control failed.

 By the time the promise of control was out of reach, nuclear
 weapons were still relatively peripheral to United States strat-
 egy,14 and the stigma which could only constrain subsequent
 efforts to make them its centrepiece was growing.

 For many officials, commitment to a policy of nuclear pos-
 session was an imperfect alternative to international control.
 Nuclear weapons were *a necessary evil,' essential for the pro-
 tection of the United States and its allies, but hardly desirable
 in an ideal world. And, while possession was necessary to West-
 ern security, actual use was exceedingly difficult to contemplate.

 Truman certainly held this attitude. Never fully at ease with
 the bomb, the president had embraced it at some points and
 dreaded the prospect of its use at others: commitment to the
 former prompted increasing concern over the latter. During the
 Berlin Crisis of 1948, when questions were raised about the

 13 For an excellent study on early opposition to nuclear weapons, see Lawrence
 S. Wittner, One World or None? A History of the World Disarmament Movement
 Through 1953. 1: The Struggle Against the Bomb (Stanford Ca: Stanford
 University Press 1993).

 14 Peter Feaver notes that 'the United States did not have a comprehensive
 doctrine governing the use of nuclear weapons from 1945-47-' Guarding the
 Guardians: Civilian Control of Nuclear Weapons in the United States (Ithaca NY:
 Cornell University Press 1993), 87.
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 transfer of nuclear weapons to military custody, Truman
 asserted executive control, stating that he did not want some
 'dashing lieutenant colonel' to make the decision about the
 'proper time to drop one.'15 And when it became obvious that
 nuclear arms were crucial to United States war plans, approval
 of their integration occurred within a context of strict civilian
 control - a policy championed by the president himself. By July
 1948, Truman warned that the weapon he had once called the
 'greatest thing in history,' 'isn't a military weapon ... it is used
 to wipe out women and children.' Consequently, it had to be
 treated 'differently from rifles and cannon and ordinary things
 like that.'16

 International public opinion remained critical of possession.
 As the Cold War intensified, unease over the dangers of war
 became increasingly salient - especially in Europe. So, too, did
 a rising tide of communist-inspired rhetoric vilifying the bomb
 and calling for a total ban on nuclear arms.17 So great was offi-
 cial concern that the credibility of America's atomic arsenal
 could eventually be undermined that 'a genuine public debate'
 on atomic weapons was rejected and instead efforts were
 launched to 'legitimize' their existence.18

 Even military officials saw fit to capitalize on anti-nuclear
 sentiment in interservice battles over defence appropriations.
 Concern over air force primacy in emerging strategy led the
 navy to attack the atomic-air offensive not only because it was
 incapable of preventing the Soviet Union from overtaking West-

 1 5 Quoted in Richard K. Betts, Nuclear Blackmail and Nuclear Balance
 (Washington DC: Brookings Institution 1987), 27.

 16 Quoted in Feaver, Guarding the Guardians, 125.
 17 Wittner, One World or None, 172-84.
 1 8 For instance, careful censorship was imposed on various media. An article

 defending the decision to drop the bomb, by former secretary of war, Henry
 Stimson, appeared in Harper's. Presidential directives advised all officials that
 their public stance on nuclear weapons was to be 'the less said the better'
 (Wittner, One World or Nonet, 263-74). Analysis of the Stimson article and its
 rationale is provided in Barton J. Bernstein, 'Seizing the contested terrain of
 early nuclear history: Stimson, Conant, and their allies explain the decision
 to use the bomb,' Diplomatic History 17 (winter 1993), 35-72.
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 ern Europe but also because it was immoral. According to one
 admiral, strategic nuclear bombing of industrial centres 'was
 simply war against the common people, not enemy leaders.' The
 atomic bomb was 'a weapon of indiscriminate destruction and
 mass slaughter,' goals unfit for a 'civilized society' like the
 United States.^

 Detonation of a nuclear device by Moscow and the subse-
 quent United States decision to proceed with the development
 of the 'super' or H-bomb made nuclear issues increasingly dif-
 ficult to ignore. Both decisons heightened the sense of vulner-
 ability of United States and allied publics to nuclear attack.
 Moreover, both raised the question of whether any possible ends
 justified the use of such weapons. Particularly in the case of the
 'super,' the disproportion between means and ends implied by
 its destructive power seemed impossible to reconcile with any
 rational notion of warfare. Opposed by a majority of Truman's
 advisory panel as a 'weapon of genocide' whose creation would
 'alienate America from a large part of the world,'80 its devel-
 opment proceeded more out of fear of eventual Soviet acqui-
 sition than any firm conviction about its military utility.

 By the early 1950s, international unease over nuclear wea-
 pons had become so significant that top United States officials
 worried that it would nullify the very purposes which the wea-
 pons were intended to serve. All open discussion of the H-bomb
 programme was prohibited and additional guidelines were
 issued to ensure that statements concerning atomic weapons
 would not create fear that 'the u.s. would act recklessly with
 the bomb.'81

 The Korean War further galvanized opposition to nuclear
 arms and provided strong confirmation of the political pro-
 blems any nation could face in attempting to use them. Following
 Chinese intervention in the conflict, public acknowledgement
 by the president that use of the atomic bomb was 'under active
 consideration' prompted a flurry of international criticism -

 1 9 Schaffer, Wings of Judgement, 1 94.
 20 Ibid, 199.
 21 Wittner, One World or None?, 274.
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 along with demands by the British for consultation on any
 future consideration of the bomb's use. No such arrangements
 were implemented." Yet public use of atomic diplomacy
 promptly ceased.

 Official deliberations throughout the Korean War raised sev-
 eral obstacles to nuclear use: limited stockpile size, concerns
 over weapon reliability and effectiveness, an absence of suitable
 targets, and the prospect of escalation to general war.83 Just as
 important, if not more so, were worries over the impact on
 international opinion. According to one official, while the mil-
 itary results of atomic bombardment would be identical to those
 attained by conventional weapons, 'the effect on world opinion
 would be far different.' The atomic bomb was *a peculiar mon-
 ster conceived by American cunning' and its use threatened to
 alienate Asia, isolate the United States from its European allies,
 break up the United Nations coalition, and perhaps even result
 in the disintegration of the United Nations itself.84

 By the time the first thermonuclear device was detonated in
 November 1952, a discernable consensus was forming around
 the notion that use of nuclear weapons was indeed 'taboo' in
 all but the most extreme circumstances. While largely the pre-
 serve of foreign countries whose proximity to the Soviet Union
 heightened their sense of vulnerability to the effects of war, the
 stigma was gaining recognition and sympathy in United States
 circles - especially among the civilian leadership and, most
 notably, the president. In his farewell address to the nation on

 2 2 In January 1952 Truman and the British prime minister, Winston Churchill,
 nevertheless agreed that no nuclear strike would be launched from bases in
 Britain without the consent of the British government. David Alan Rosen-
 berg, 'Nuclear war planning,' in Michael Howard, George J. Andreopoulos,
 and Mark R. Shulman, eds, The Laws of War: Constraints on Warfare in the
 Western World (New Haven ct: Yale University Press 1994), 170.

 23 For a discussion of the restraints facing the use of nuclear weapons in early
 Cold War crises, see John Lewis Gaddis, 'The origins of self-deterrence: the
 United States and the non-use of nuclear weapons, 1945-1958,' in Gaddis,
 ed, The Long Peace: Inquiries into the History of the Cold War (New York: Oxford
 University Press 1987), 104-46.

 24 Emmerson memorandum, 8 November 1950, Foreign Relations of the United
 States (hereafter frus). vii: Korea (Washington DC: Government Printing
 Office 1976), 1078-9.
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 15 January 1953, Truman observed that in the midst of advanc-
 ing nuclear technology 'starting an atomic war is totally unthink-
 able for rational men.'85

 The 'taboo' under fire

 Mounting reliance on nuclear weapons nevertheless ensured
 that significant internalization of any nuclear stigma would be
 an uphill battle. With the advent of the administration of
 Dwight D. Eisenhower, not only did nuclear weapons become
 the centrepiece of United States security, but they were por-
 trayed as usable instruments of warfare. The result was a full
 frontal assault on the emerging stigma and the first truly tan-
 gible evidence of its existence and impact.

 Explicit acknowledgement of the 'stigma' came soon after
 the administration assumed office and began to contemplate
 using atomic weapons to end the Korean War. Frustrated by 'the
 moral problem' which 'inhibited] use of the A-bomb,' John
 Foster Dulles, the secretary of state, called on the administration
 to 'break down' the 'false distinction' which set nuclear weapons
 apart from others.86 Eisenhower, who agreed with Dulles, iden-
 tified allied opinion as the principal problem. Months later, Dul-
 les repeated the message, underlining the need to dispense
 somehow with the 'tabu' surrounding nuclear weapons.87

 For Eisenhower and his officials, any prohibition on nuclear
 use threatened to deny the United States its one major and most
 cost-effective military advantage in the Cold War - an apprecia-
 ble superiority in nuclear weapons. Accordingly, a plethora of
 statements and actions soon surfaced which in effect denied the

 stigma's very existence. Not content with simply containing the
 taboo's spread, United States officials took aim at its very
 foundations.

 25 Quoted in Wittner, One World or None?, 274.
 26 'Memorandum of the discussion of the 131st meeting of the National

 Security Council,' 11 February 1953, FRUS, 1952-1954. xv: Korea, pt 1
 (Washington 1976), 769-72.

 27 McGeorge Bundy, Danger and Survival: Choices About the Bomb in the First Fifty
 Years (New York: Random House 1988), 249.
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 In October 1953, National Security Guidance nsc 162/2
 declared that 'in the event of hostilities the u.s. will consider

 nuclear weapons to be as available for use as other munitions'
 - an indication that nuclear weapons were achieving conven-
 tional status in the United States arsenal. Nuclear weapons were
 increasingly transferred to military custody, in effect reversing
 the Truman administration's policy of strict civilian control. The
 following January, Dulles unveiled the doctrine of massive retal-
 iation: in future conflicts, the United States would rely on its
 great capacity to retaliate 'instantly, by means and at places of
 our own choosing.'88

 More frightening was a marked propensity actively to con-
 sider and at times threaten the use of nuclear weapons in spe-
 cific conflicts. In Korea, Eisenhower continually explored
 possibilities for employing nuclear weapons to break the mili-
 tary stalemate and issued a veiled nuclear threat to the Chinese
 if hostilities were not ended. Meanwhile, conspicuous shipments
 of nuclear artillery were sent to Taiwan with Eisenhower's
 approval. Two years later, the shelling of the islands of Quemoy
 and Matsu in the Taiwan Strait by the Chinese communists
 prompted further talk of nuclear use to repel a possible Chinese
 invasion of Taiwan. On the employment of nuclear arms, Eisen-
 hower publicly stated that he saw 'no reason why they shouldn't
 be used just exactly as you would use a bullet or anything else.'89
 And although United States military involvement in Indochina
 was avoided in 1954, administration officials nevertheless con-
 sidered the use of tactical nuclear weapons to relieve besieged
 French forces at Dien Bien Phu - even going so far as to con-
 sider a 'loan' of such weapons to the French for that purpose.30

 28 Ibid, 246, 256.
 29 Dwight D. Eisenhower, The White House Years: Mandate For Change, 1953-56

 (Garden City ny: Doubleday 1965), 477.
 30 See 'Memorandum by the Special Assistant to the President for National

 Security Affairs (Cutler) to the Under Secretary of State (Smith),' 30 April
 1954, FRUS, 1952-1954. xiii: Indochina, pt 2 (Washington 1982), 1447. The
 French foreign minister, Georges Bidault, claimed that Dulles offered him
 two A-bombs for use at Dien Bien Phu. Dulles denied making the gesture.
 See 'Secretary of State to the Embassy in France,' 9 August 1954, ibid, 1928.
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 Undergirding the administration's Nuclear politics' was a
 marked growth in the size and sophistication of the United
 States nuclear arsenal. The development of tactical nuclear
 weapons was central to claims that nuclear arms deserved * con-
 ventional' status. Yet saying nuclear arms were just like any other
 weapons did not make them so - particularly in the minds of
 those the United States most wanted to convince. Throughout
 the world, and especially in allied nations, United States nuclear
 rhetoric served only to intensify fears of both war in general
 and the bomb in particular. Signs of unease had begun to
 appear even on the domestic front - as vigorous nuclear testing
 and the effects of radioactive fallout confronted Americans with

 nuclear dangers in their own backyard.
 The reaction was not lost on Washington. Privately, officials

 continued to raise the problem of allied and world opinion,
 citing it as a significant constraint on any employment of
 nuclear arms. Talk of using nuclear arms * created a peace at
 any price mentality,' threatening both allied solidarity and even
 the 'existence of [the North Atlantic Treaty Organization]
 itself.' It also risked isolating the United States in those regions
 in which the use of atomic weapons was most likely to occur.
 The precedent of use against Japan made subsequent employ-
 ment against Asian populations particularly counterproductive.
 The United States did not want to create the impression that
 employment of atomic weapons was reserved for non-whites -
 a perception likely to alienate not only Asian peoples31 but the
 majority of the developing world.

 Sensitivity heightened as successive crises yielded a wider
 understanding of the danger that even limited, tactical nuclear
 strikes would produce. This was on a scale far in excess of what
 some policy-makers had originally imagined. According to one
 official, use of nuclear weapons was not only politically unwise;
 it could well place the United States in the position of ultimately

 31 See Dulles's comments to the annual Department of Defense Secretaries'
 Conference, Quantico, Virginia, as reported in FRUS, 1955-1957- xix:
 National Security Policy (Washington 1990), 527.
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 having to care for the population of the nation it attacked.38
 Thus, efforts to 'conventionalize' the bomb gradually subsided.
 By late 1955, in private conversations with Eisenhower, Dulles
 was observing that atomic weapons were 'too vast a power to be
 left for the military use of any one country, and should be inter-
 nationalized for security purposes/33

 United States policy underwent a more subtle but significant
 shift. Although United States forces continued to retain their
 strong nuclear emphasis, doctrinal statements retreated from
 suggestions that Washington was wedded to the idea of meeting
 every military contingency with a nuclear response. Nuclear
 diplomacy also became less overt. In 1958, a recurrence of con-
 flict in the Taiwan Strait and a renewed crisis over Berlin saw

 none of the public exhortation of the 'conventional' status of
 nuclear arms that had been evident in earlier conflicts.34

 The taboo consolidated

 Efforts during the 1950s to render nuclear weapons more 'usa-
 ble' produced the opposite effect - strengthening anti-nuclear
 sentiment internationally and triggering the first signs of serious
 domestic concern over the dangers posed by the bomb. Most
 importantly, nuclear arms had not been used in spite of clear
 temptations to do so - a fact which doubtless strengthened the
 taboo simply by establishing the 'practice' of non-use in a num-
 ber of concrete situations and by extending the force of sheer
 habit.

 Thereafter, the emerging realities of mutual deterrence bol-
 stered both the taboo and the broader tradition of nuclear absti-

 32 Memorandum of a Conversation, Department of State, Washington, 14 June
 14, FRUS, 1955-1957- n : The China Area (Washington 1986), 595.

 33 Quoted in John Lewis Gaddis, The United States and the End of the Cold War:
 Implications, Reconsiderations, Provocations (New York: Oxford University Press
 1992), 71. Under Eisenhower the National Security Council wrote into
 national policy that the president should consult with allies before using
 nuclear weapons - although only if time permitted. See Rosenberg, 'Nuclear
 war planning,' 170.

 34 Bundy, Danger and Survival, 280.
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 nence it helped to shape. Soviet thermonuclear and missile
 development underlined the growing reality of American vul-
 nerability to nuclear attack, and fears of any crisis escalating to
 the level of general war gradually increased. At the same time,
 a new administration bent on reducing the strong nuclear bias
 in United States security policy entered office in 1961. Emphasis
 on improved United States conventional capabilities and on
 incorporating greater flexibility into United States war plans
 soon followed.

 Yet it was the prospect of superpower war that probably drove
 home what official rhetoric and general awareness of emerging
 nuclear realities could only imply. With the onset of the Cuban
 missile crisis in 1962, the dangers of thermonuclear holocaust
 gained their most tangible and global expression to date. Under-
 scoring the 'fact* of mutual vulnerability, the crisis raised the pros-
 pect that use of nuclear weapons and escalation to general war
 could arise not only through rational decisions based on careful
 calculations of military advantage, but through a process of mishap
 and inadvertence. Such dangers prompted less interest in exploit-
 ing military advantage than in the need for war avoidance.35

 The profound sense of fear generated by the crisis not only
 heightened popular opposition to any hint of using nuclear
 arms, but prompted United States leaders to underline the sig-
 nificance of any such decision. In September 1964, the notion
 of using nuclear arms - a notion which only a decade earlier
 seemed to be a normal military consideration - led President
 Lyndon Johnson to remark: * there is no such thing as a con-
 ventional nuclear weapon. For 19 pearl-filled years no nation
 has used the atom against another. To do so now is a political
 decision of the highest order. ^6 Put simply, any consideration
 of use was a matter of utmost importance, and the record of
 non-use was an investment to be cherished - and guarded.

 35 Ibid, 444-5. As a participant, Bundy provides a cogent analysis and perhaps
 the best memoir of the crisis to date.

 36 Quoted in Schelling, 'The role of nuclear weapons,' 109.
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 While the possession of large nuclear arsenals was a widely
 accepted reality by the mid-1960s, it was clear that leaders were
 increasingly intent on ensuring that their existence was gov-
 erned by a framework that both reflected and supported the
 non-use norm. Following the Cuban missile crisis, both
 Washington and Moscow focussed their attention on stabilizing
 the nuclear relationship.

 Acquisition of expensive, invulnerable nuclear forces was
 encouraged, and a series of arms control agreements was grad-
 ually concluded which implicitly reflected an emerging under-
 standing in both Moscow and Washington that nuclear weapons
 should not be used. The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
 (npt) of 1968 and the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty were
 particularly important. The former incorporated pledges of
 non-use by nuclear weapons states as an incentive for others not
 to acquire nuclear arms while the latter bolstered non-use by
 removing a potential technological challenge to the condition
 of mutual vulnerability which underpinned the superpower
 nuclear relationship.37

 The use of nuclear weapons seemed to be precluded even
 in conflicts in which United States interests were at risk and the

 prospects of significant enemy retaliation were minimal. During
 the Vietnam War, a nuclear option was raised by military offi-
 cials, but it received none of the sustained attention given to
 nuclear use in early Cold War conflicts. When he received
 notice of the existence of a nuclear option, Johnson quickly
 vetoed its further pursuit. And while his successor, Richard
 Nixon, exhibited greater interest in nuclear diplomacy, he ruled
 out its use largely on the grounds that negative domestic and
 international opinion would not only seriously undermine the
 credibility of such a threat but would also sharply divide the
 nation in the event of its execution.38

 37 These examples are noted in Price and Tannenwald, 'Norms and deter-
 rence,' 45.

 38 Bundy, Danger and SurxnvaU 536, 539-40.
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 By the end of the 1960s the prohibition on the use of
 nuclear weapons finally appeared to have achieved broad accep-
 tance within the United States body politic. No longer regarded
 simply as an external force constraining United States action, it
 had become internalized by the public and the vast majority of
 civilian officials - if not by the military. By this time, both the
 fact of United States vulnerability and the dangers inherent in
 any superpower conflict had gained broad recognition - under-
 scoring the inherent destructiveness of the weapons themselves
 as well as the huge disproportionality between their use and
 almost any conceivable issue in defence for which they might
 be employed. And, while subsequent years witnessed occasional
 tendencies toward the erosion of the norm, the general trend
 was overwhelmingly in favour of its reinforcement.

 impact: past, present, future?
 The Cold War

 Providing definitive evidence as to why nuclear weapons were
 never employed militarily after 1945 confronts the inevitable
 problem of how to account decisively for a non-event. In the
 case of the taboo, the strongest confirmation of its existence
 would have to involve cases in which the employment of nuclear
 arms would have been useful but their use was not even consid-

 ered. Few, if any, clear cut situations of this kind exist.
 Still, to the extent that the use of nuclear arms was consid-

 ered, issues of morality, international opinion, and national
 image were crucial elements in the calculations of policy-mak-
 ers. The frequency with which United States officials recognized
 such forces, and the importance accorded them in recorded
 deliberations, confirms the status of the taboo as a significant
 and distinct obstacle to use throughout the Cold War. Indeed,
 such concerns were salient even during those times in which
 United States nuclear superiority was the sole means of com-
 pensating for conventional weakness.

 The norm doubtless supported non-use in indirect ways as
 well, as manifested in attitudes on a broad range of related
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 issues. Over the years, any erosion of the 'firebreak' between
 conventional and nuclear arms has increasingly drawn opposi-
 tion, while efforts to bolster the threshold have generally been
 supported. During the 1970s, the neutron bomb - a weapon
 designed to destroy personnel rather than physical structures by
 employing lethal radiation and minimizing blast - was opposed
 primarily on the grounds that it could blur the distinction
 between nuclear and non-nuclear arms and eventually pave the
 way to further nuclear escalation. 'Peaceful' nuclear explosions
 - used for various commercial and industrial purposes - were
 also severely criticized because they indirectly legitimized
 nuclear explosives and explosions.39 And the testing of nuclear
 weapons gradually confronted mounting and sustained opposi-
 tion, internationally and domestically.

 Other nations also became aware of the norm. Soviet and

 Chinese commitments to doctrines of no-first-use seemed to

 reinforce the taboo's logic, as did the fact that Moscow never
 pursued a nuclear option in its long conflict in Afghanistan.
 Britain showed little interest in using nuclear weapons against
 Argentina during the 1982 war over the Falkland Islands, and
 in 1973 Israel refrained from such action in the bitter Yom
 Kippur War with Egypt, even though it possessed a nascent
 nuclear capability at the time.

 The norm owes its past success to a variety of factors. Good
 fortune certainly played a role. If certain civilian leaders had
 not been in the right position at the right time, or if others had
 been in their place, the taboo's progress might have been seri-
 ously impeded, use of nuclear weapons might have been more

 39 Schelling, 'The role of nuclear weapons,' 1 10. One example of the backlash
 which such methods can produce involved Chelovek, Tekhnologie, Kapital
 (chetek), an organization reportedly established under the auspices of the
 USSR's Ministry of Atomic Energy. During the early 1990s, chetek achieved
 international notoriety when it proposed to destroy Moscow's large chemical
 weapons arsenal by a series of underground nuclear explosions. Although it
 was advanced as an efficient and cost-effective means of addressing com-
 pliance with a chemical weapons accord, the idea met with considerable
 scorn, in part because of the 'legitimacy' it might have given to nuclear
 explosions.
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 frequent, and the subsequent progress of the norm might have
 been irreparably set back. Indeed, it is interesting to speculate
 about what might have occurred if Eisenhower instead of Truman
 had been the first 'nuclear' president.40 It is also important to
 remember that the United States strategic deterrent was highly
 dependent on allied basing during the norm's formative stages -
 a fact which increased the influence of allied opinion on questions
 concerning the use of nuclear weapons in Washington.

 But what was perhaps most significant - and enduring - was
 an inherent, seemingly irreconcilable, conflict between Ameri-
 ca's self-image and leadership role in international affairs and
 the character of the weapons themselves. The tremendous
 destructive power which nuclear technology increasingly
 offered created a disproportion between military means and
 political ends which raised questions about the utility of such
 weapons as instruments of military policy. This would pose prob-
 lems for any country, but particularly for one which saw itself
 as, and sought actively to project abroad an image of, a civilized,
 humane, and moral nation.41

 As the United States increasingly assumed the role of leader
 of the free world in a Cold War competition, the dilemma was
 compounded. Within this context, ideas and ideology were as
 significant to prevailing perceptions as was military power. What
 one stood for was as important as how one waged conflict. To
 employ an instrument of mass slaughter against other nations
 in a world in which winning 'hearts and minds' was crucial
 would seriously undermine any such effort - signalling in effect
 that the perpetrator was no better, and perhaps even worse,
 than the adversary.

 40 One should nevertheless keep in mind that Eisenhower claimed to have
 opposed the use of atomic weapons against Japan. For a critical review of the
 evidence, see Barton J. Bernstein, 'Ike and Hiroshima: did he oppose it?'
 Journal of Strategic Studies io(September 1987), 337-49-

 41 Tannenwald makes a similar point, noting that 'gradually American leaders
 came to define nuclear use as contrary to Americans' conception of them-
 selves.' This self-image was strongly informed by a belief in the United States
 as a 'moral country.' See Price and Tannenwald, 'Norms and deterrence,' 12,
 38, 40.
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 If the United States practised nuclear restraint, others were
 more likely to follow suit. As the first nuclear superpower, the
 United States set precedents for the non-use of nuclear weapons
 which reverberated throughout the international system -
 affecting not only the subsequent behaviour of the United
 States but that of other states as well. For Moscow or Beijing to
 use the bomb in the face of Washington's abstinence would not
 only call into question their criticisms of United States nuclear
 policy, but also severely tarnish their reputations and their
 efforts to portray themselves as the * moral betters' of Western
 imperialism.

 In short, the taboo's past progress owes much to a growing
 recognition that nuclear weapons do not exist in a moral or a
 political vacuum. From their inception, nuclear arms were
 embedded in a broader framework of national self-images and
 international relationships which would be crucial in constrain-
 ing their use.48

 Emerging international context

 Today, the non-use norm probably enjoys a degree of recogni-
 tion and support unmatched in its history. Not onjy has the end
 of the United States-Soviet rivalry dramatically reduced the
 rationale underpinning large nuclear arsenals, but the current
 international threat environment suggests little appreciable rise
 in opportunities for or incentives to use nuclear weapons.

 The long and continuing tradition of observance has doubt-
 less strengthened the taboo's influence. Although the 1990-1
 Gulf War raised the issue of nuclear use, concerns over the

 moral opprobrium that would attend its employment, along
 with the potential of such action to encourage nuclear prblif-
 eration, kept the coalition military effort squarely focussed on
 the use of less politically damaging military alternatives - and
 underscored the taboo's widespread support in the process.

 42 For an intriguing discussion of the implications for deterrence in particular
 and international relations theory in general, see ibid.
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 Yet over the longer term, changing political, technological,
 and strategic circumstances may well increase the challenges to
 the taboo. Somewhat paradoxically, while the end of the Cold
 War has rendered the logic of nuclear deterrence increasingly
 irrelevant, it has also increased the prospects for the emergence
 of new nuclear threats.

 On the one hand, the development of a more co-operative
 relationship between the United States and Russia has reduced
 the extent to which mutual nuclear vulnerability serves as a
 deterrent to the use of nuclear arms by either state. Interna-
 tional conflict is no longer tightly coupled to the logic of East-
 West competition. Thus the use of nuclear weapons in future
 regional conflicts by either nuclear superpower is less likely to
 be inhibited by the fear of retaliation in kind so crucial to stable
 Cold War deterrence.

 On the other hand, the end of East-West rivalry has
 unleashed forces which increase the chances for mishandling
 and proliferating nuclear weapons, materials, and technology to
 a wide variety of national and subnational actors. Not only does
 this threat include more dedicated and sophisticated indige-
 nous efforts by some states (for example Iraq or North Korea)
 to attain nuclear capabilities, but also the prospect that elements
 of the vast nuclear complex of the former Soviet Union are
 mishandled by their inheritors;43 a situation whose dangers
 range from nuclear accident to unauthorized nuclear launch to
 the transfer of nuclear weapons, materials, and knowledge to
 states or other groups in regions marked by a history of tension
 and armed conflict. The result may eventually be a range of
 new nuclear possessors and threats far less amenable to tradi-
 tional deterrent logic.

 43 Bruce G. Blair, The Logic of Accidental Nuclear War (Washington DC: Brookings
 Institution 1993). A more general discussion of these and other new dangers,
 from a United States perspective, can be found in Les Aspin, 'From deter-
 rence to de-nuking: dealing with proliferation in the 1990s,' in Senate Armed
 Services Committee, Shaping Nuclear Policy in the 1990s: A Compendium of Views
 (Washington DC: Defense Policy Panel, House Armed Services Committee,
 Committee Print, 17 December 1992), 547-64.
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 As the influence of nuclear deterrence erodes, the impor-
 tance of the nuclear taboo can only increase. Whether the norm
 is up to such challenges is not entirely clear. Declared nuclear
 weapons states will most likely continue to uphold the norm.
 Long socialization to the strictures of the norm itself, as well as
 possession of alternative military options capable of coping with
 emerging contingencies, will probably act to reduce incentives
 to breach the nuclear threshold. Recent years have witnessed a
 further de-emphasis of nuclear weapons in United States
 defence policy and a corresponding shift toward the develop-
 ment of improved conventional munitions, guidance systems,
 and non-lethal weaponry for regional contingencies. For a
 nation long wedded to nuclear arms as a cost-effective alterna-
 tive to conventional firepower, this is hardly an inconsequential
 development.

 Yet even this may not guarantee nuclear abstinence in the
 face of desperate military circumstances. It is perhaps useful to
 consider what might have occurred in the Gulf War if United
 States and Iraqi forces had become engaged in a long ground
 war and if Iraq had used chemical weapons against United
 States troops. Such a situation would not only breach a thresh-
 old governing the use of weapons of mass destruction but,
 depending on their effects, could have prompted correspond-
 ing United States escalation. As Thomas Schelling notes, given
 the fact that nuclear weapons are the 'unconventional weapon'
 the United States knows best, escalation might well have been
 nuclear.** Similarly, would Israeli nuclear restraint have endured
 if Iraq had launched chemically armed scud missiles against
 Tel Aviv or Jerusalem?

 Future nuclear proliferators and possessors are less likely to
 have a range of military options at their disposal. And it is far
 from clear that they will feel the degree of allegiance to the
 nuclear norm that other states have displayed in the past. Judeo-
 Christian concepts of justice, moral standing in the interna-

 44 Schelling, 'The role of nuclear weapons,' 114.
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 tional community, and alliance pressures - all of which
 reinforced past allegiance to the taboo - are much less likely to
 resonate in the minds of subnational and/or terrorist groups in
 possession of nuclear weapons.

 Similarly, the anti-nuclear instinct may be less acceptable to
 certain cultures. It is not entirely clear whether the non-use tra-
 dition has been inherited by such nations as Iran, Pakistan, and
 North Korea with the same force as some of their nuclear pre-
 decessors.45 While the Russian and Chinese experiences offer
 some grounds for optimism, the particular context in which
 their allegiances to the norm were formed, and the dramatic
 changes in the strategic environment which have occurred since
 then, suggests that broader foreign assimilation of the taboo
 cannot be taken for granted. Indeed, changed circumstances
 have already led to Moscow's retreat from the no-first-use policy
 that long governed its nuclear arsenal.

 Also worrisome is the danger that future technological inno-
 vations aimed at bolstering the nuclear threshold may eventually
 create and legitimize weapons technologies which rival or
 exceed the destructiveness of nuclear arms. The result could

 well be the future use of equally destructive non-nuclear wea-
 pons, or even a blurring of the distinction between nuclear and
 conventional arms to a point where the threshold is eroded and
 use of the former becomes acceptable.46 Already large fuel-air
 explosives offer a destructive capability which rivals that of small
 tactical nuclear weapons.

 Finally, as is implied above, strict observance of the taboo
 does not preclude the onset of deadly international conflict.
 Not only does the emerging international environment offer a
 range of possibilities for violence below the nuclear threshold,
 but, in certain circumstances, the taboo itself could encourage
 its outbreak. Evidence indicates that confidence in the efficacy
 of the taboo was a significant factor in decisions by non-nuclear

 45 Ibid, 114-15.
 46 See Price and Tannenwald, 'Norms and deterrence,' 41-3.
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 nations to pursue military action in disputes involving nuclear
 adversaries. Both Argentina and Egypt actively considered and
 in part based their military calculations on a belief that the
 taboo would exert a restraining influence on Britain and
 Israel.47 Although the use of nuclear weapons was clearly
 avoided in both cases, the prospect of miscalculation in a future
 scenario involving similarly paired states cannot be ruled out.

 CONCLUSION

 Recognizing that the prohibitionary norm is no cure-all for
 future nuclear dangers should not obscure the large contribu-
 tion it has made to international security. From its earliest days,
 the general impact of the taboo has been overwhelmingly pos-
 itive, and the long tradition of nuclear abstinence owes much
 to its existence and to the allegiance it has increasingly
 commanded.

 Emerging gradually, at times in the face of considerable
 challenge, and in part by good fortune, it has stigmatized the
 use of nuclear weapons, rendering them increasingly illegiti-
 mate and unusable instruments of statecraft in the eyes of the
 vast majority of states in the international system. While largely
 tacit, informal, and owing much to force of habit, its existence
 now forms a barrier to the use of nuclear weapons which in
 some respects is no less valuable than the Non-Proliferation
 Treaty itself.

 Whether the taboo will continue to command the allegiance
 it has in the past is less clear. Given emerging international real-
 ities, it may well be that the norm is fast entering the period of
 its greatest importance and its most serious challenge. Efforts
 to preserve and extend it - both in the West and to other cul-
 tures - are necessary and essential to international security. In
 their absence, not only could the norm suffer, but the long
 nuclear peace which has blessed the globe for over five decades
 may come to an abrupt and tragic end.

 47 See T.V. Paul, The nuclear taboo,* 706-11.
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